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This translation is based on a lecture which was delivered by Ash�Shaykh Abdul�Muhsin ibn Hamad 
al�Abbaad on Shawwaal 16, 1390 A.H. at the Taybah Secondary School.  It was also published in the Journal 
of the Islaamic University of Madeenah, Issue #10.  In it, the Shaykh discusses a few points about fasting and 
the month of Ramadaan as well as its relation to the months that follow.  He then highlights certain practical 
lessons drawn from the attitude displayed by Muslims during Ramadaan and how the same attitude can be 
transferred to life and worship in other months.  Finally, the Shaykh concludes with a reminder to the 
residents of al�Madeenah, where the lecture was delivered. 
 
Note: Some Ahaadeeth in the original Arabic source of the article appear to have been quoted according to 
their meanings and not the exact wordings found in the books of Hadeeth cited.  However, for the purposes 
of this translation, they have been left with the wordings and references as in the published article, which is 
available online at: http://www.iu.edu.sa/Magazine/10/7.htm 
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In the Name of Allaah, the Most Merciful, the Bestower of Mercy 
 

Practical Lessons from the Month of Fasting 
 
 
This World is the Abode of Tests and Trials 

 
Allaah created His servants to worship Him alone without partner, and has stated in His majestic 
book 

Èβρß‰ ç7 ÷èu‹ Ï9 �ωÎ) }§ΡM} $# uρ £ Ågø: $# àM ø)n= yz $tΒ uρ 

which means, And I have not created the jinns and humans except that they should 

worship Me Alone.  [Soorah Ath�Thaariyaat (51):56] 
 
He sent His esteemed Messengers to outline the way of worship, as He said 
 

|Nθäó≈ ©Ü9 $# #θç7 Ï⊥ tG ô_$# uρ ©! $# (#ρß‰ç6ôã $# Âχ r& »ωθß™§‘ 7π̈Β é& eÈ≅ à2 ’ Îû $uΖ ÷Wyèt/ ô‰s) s9 uρ 

which means, And verily, We have sent a Messenger among every Ummah proclaiming to 

them: “Worship Allaah, and avoid all false deities (Taaghoot).” [Soorah an�Nahl (16):36] 
 
He made life in this world as a place of trial and testing as to which of His servants are best in deeds.  
He said 

WξuΚ tã ß|¡ ômr& ö/ ä3 •ƒr& öΝ ä.uθè= ö7 u‹ Ï9 nο 4θu‹ pt ø: $#uρ |N öθyϑ ø9 $# t,n= y{ “ Ï% ©!$# 

which means, Who has created death and life, that He may test which of you is best in 

action.  [Soorah al�Mulk (67):2] 
 
and then said 

â‘θà� tóø9 $# â“ƒÍ• yèø9 $# uθèδ uρ 

which means, And He is the Almighty, the Oft,Forgiving. [Soorah al�Mulk (67):2] 
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This clarifies that these tested individuals include ones who excel in their deeds and will be rewarded 
due to what is entailed by Allaah’s name al�Ghafoor (the Oft�Forgiving).   Similarly included are 
those who act wrongly and will deserve punishment due to what is entailed by His name al�Azeez 
(the Almighty).  That is like His saying 
 

ÞΟŠ Ï9F{ $# Ü># x‹yèø9 $# uθèδ ’Î1#x‹ tã ̈βr&u ρ  u∩⊆∪ ÞΟŠ Ïm§$9$# â‘θà� tóø9 $# $tΡ r& þ’ oÎΤ r& ü“ ÏŠ$t6Ïã ø⋅ mÉ<tΡ 

which means, Declare to My servants, that I am truly the Oft,Forgiving, the Most 

Merciful. And that My Torment is indeed the most painful torment. [Soorah al�Hijr (15):49,50] 
 
 
A Season of the Hereafter 

 
Just as Allaah has granted virtue to some of mankind over others, as well as certain places over others, 
he has also favoured certain times over others.  Part of that is the virtue of the blessed month of 
Ramadaan and its distinction over the remaining months, along with it being chosen as the time 
when fasting is obligated. 

â‘$tFøƒ s† uρ â !$t± o„ $tΒ ß,è= øƒ s† š�š/ u‘ uρ 

which means, And your Lord creates whatsoever He wills and chooses. [Soorah al�Qasas (28):68] 
 
As such, Allaah has granted virtue to this month and designated it as one of the seasons of the 
hereafter.  During it, the servants of Allaah compete with one another and race to achieve success 
and nearness to Him.  They seek to come closer to their Lord by fasting in the daytime, standing to 
pray at night, and reciting His Majestic Book which falsehood cannot approach from before it nor 
behind, since it is revealed from One who is All�Wise and Worthy of all Praise.  They seek nearness 
to Allaah by these and other acts of obedience, while cautiously remaining aware of disobedient acts 
and avoiding them. All this is done hoping for a profitable trade that will never perish, whereby 
Allaah would pay them their wages in full, and give them an increase out of His Bounty.  Indeed, 
He is Oft�Forgiving, Most Appreciative of good deeds and ready to reward them.  
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An Increase in Bounty 

 
Whereas Allaah had prescribed fasting the month of Ramadaan for His servants, the Messenger of 
Allaah (�) encouraged them to follow it by fasting six days of Shawwaal in order to make their 
reward as great as that of fasting the entire year.  Aboo Ayyoob al�Ansaaree (�) reported that the 
Messenger of Allaah (�) stated 
 

  DEFGFHIJKL MNOP KQRFSFTFU FVRFW IXFTYVRFZ[\K] KQRK] _̂`MaFb IX[T Rcd[e YfIgMhi`  
 
which means, “Anyone who fasted Ramadaan and then followed it with six from Shawwaal, it is as if 
he fasted perpetually.”  Al�Haafith al�Munthiree said 
 

It was collected by Muslim, Aboo Daawood, at�Tirmithee, an�Nasaa'ee, ibn 
Maajah, and at�Tabaraanee with the addition, “I said, is there for each day (the 
reward of) ten?”  He replied, “Yes.”  Its reporters are those of the saheeh 
collections. 
 

That is so since the greatest number of days in the lunar year is three hundred and sixty.  If six days 
from Shawwaal are added to the month of Ramadaan and each day is considered like ten, since a 
good deed has the reward of ten like it, then it is as though the Muslim has fasted the entire year.  
This is why he (�) said “it is as if he fasted perpetually.”  That is a tremendous bounty from Allaah, 
and to Him belong all praise and gratitude for His innumerable favours. 
 
 
From One Good to Another 

 
Part of the favour and kindness from Allaah to His servants is that He eased for them those factors 
which would raise their level and keep them upon a firm and lasting connection with the worship of 
their Lord.  They come closer to Allaah with the passing of the days and nights of Ramadaan during 
which He pardons sins, raises ranks, and assists those who falter.  As soon as its days depart and come 
to a close they are immediately followed by the months of performing Hajj to the Sacred House of 
Allaah.  The day of Eed al�Fitr, which is the first day of the month of Shawwaal, is also the first day 
of the months of Hajj about which Allaah, the Exalted, has said 
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3 dÆk ysø9 $# ’Îû tΑ#y‰ Å_ Ÿωuρ šXθÝ¡ èù Ÿωuρ y]sùu‘ Ÿξsù ¢k pt ø: $#  ∅ÎγŠ Ïù uÚt$ sù yϑ sù 4 ×M≈ tΒθè= ÷è̈Β Ö$ßγô© r& -k pt ø: $# 
É=≈ t6ø9 F{ $# ’Í< 'ρé' ¯≈ tƒ  Èβθà) ¨? $# uρ 4 3“ uθø) −G9$# ÏŠ# ¨“9$# u3 ö2 yz  χ Î* sù (#ρßŠ ¨ρt“ s? uρ 3 ª!$# çµôϑ n= ÷ètƒ 93 ö2 yz ô ÏΒ (#θè= yèø� s? $tΒ uρ  

 
which means, The Hajj is in the well,known months. So whosoever intends to perform 

Hajj during them, then he should not have marital relations, nor commit sin, nor dispute 

unjustly during the Hajj.  And whatever good you do, Allaah knows it. And take a 

provision with you for the journey and, indeed, the best provision is Taqwaa.  

Therefore, have Taqwaa of Me, O men of understanding! [Soorah al�Baqarah (2):197] 
 
Ramadaan is the month in which Allaah revealed the Qur’aan.  It is the blessed month during 
which the gates of Jannah are opened, the gates of the hellfire are shut, and the devils are shackled.  
In a Qudsee Hadeeth, Allaah has said about the days of fasting  
 

  pqO] YXIr` YqFsFt OuFvFwFxyi` DEKi FVFz{ RF|[iRK}ITKL YfI~FGYr RF�KLF� �[i DEM�Y�K� FVIaM\i` ��Y� [EYr �Y�I�KL 
 
“For every good deed of the Son of Aadam, he will have the reward of ten like it, except for fasting.  
Verily, it is for Me and I shall reward it.”  When these days of Ramadaan conclude, there come the 
days of Hajj about which Messenger (�) said 
 

  INK�K� M�F� IXFT    y�O�IfF�   YVIaFZK] [EYraD�O� IX[T F�F�FU I�Dwy�F� INKiF� DE�TOL DEIJFhKiF� 
 
“Whoever performed Hajj without having marital relations or acting wrongly, he would return 
absolved from his sins just as the day his mother gave birth to him.”  Collected by al�Bukhaaree, 
Muslim, and others.  He (�) also said about Hajj  
 

 FUR��K] [�FfIsDGyi` �KiY� O�FfIsDGyi`��Fxyi`F� RFsD|FvIZFr RFs[i �� ��Y� ��`F�F� DEKi F�IZKi DU�DfIHFsyi` OuMvF�yi` 
 
“One performance of Umrah until the next Umrah is an expiation for what occurred between them.  
And there is no reward for the accepted Hajj except Jannah.”  Collected by al�Bukhaaree, Muslim 
and others. 
 
In actuality, the Muslim hardly bids farewell to one season of the hereafter before he welcomes 
another.  This serves to maintain a continuous link with the worship of His Creator and Originator 
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who brought him into existence from nothing and granted him an abundance of blessings, both 
apparent and hidden. 
 
 
Practical Lessons from the Month of Fasting 

 
The Muslim Ummah bade farewell to this blessed season some days ago.  Hence, glad tidings are in 
store for the people whom Allaah graciously allowed to accomplish righteous deeds during it and 
favoured them even further by accepting those deeds.  On the contrary, there will only be loss in 
store for those who let the days of Ramadaan pass them by while having not done any good which 
they would find when they depart from this life.  It would be such a disaster if they had occupied 
their time pleasing the shaytaan and had acted according to the evil desires of their own souls.  We 
seek Allaah’s refuge from that.  
 
The remarkable season which recently ended contains numerous lessons and reminders that urge the 
soul to develop a love for goodness and being continuously obedient to Allaah.  At the same time, 
they cause the soul to have an aversion towards disobedient acts and to avoid anything that would 
anger Allaah, the Most Mighty and Majestic. 
 
The practical lessons and reminders which the Muslim gleans in the month of fasting are the fine 
products reaped from those days.  In the following words, I will attempt to list some of them, and I 
rely upon Allaah for success and correctness. 
 
Lesson 1:  As the days of Ramadaan elapse, the Muslim finds one of life’s opportunities presented 
before him.  It is an opportunity which he may reach once again, or perhaps his decreed fate will 
overtake him before he reaches it.  Nonetheless, what is most important is that this opportunity is 
utilized by filling it with acts of obedience and remaining far away from sins.  Even more important 
is remaining consistent in doing those things as well, since one of the rewards for a good deed is being 
guided to perform other good deeds afterwards.  In a similar way, one of the punishments for an evil 
deed is being left to perform other evil deeds after it.  Therefore, let us consider the case of the 
Muslim who wishes good for himself and has been granted the fortune of reaching this blessed month 
and using it fully in the obedience of his Lord who created him for worship and showered blessings 
upon him, both apparent and hidden.  His soul would find rest in performing righteous actions and 
his heart would find itself moving towards the hereafter, which is the final destination.  It is there 
that nothing will benefit a person except what his own hands have sent forth, on the day when 
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neither wealth nor offspring will avail, except him who brings to Allaah a clean heart.  During those 
blessed days of Ramadaan, the soul should have accustomed itself to obedience while hoping for 
what Allaah has in store, and restraining itself out of fear from His punishment.  Undoubtedly, once 
this has been done, the benefit which the Muslim gleans and the lesson he acquires is that he must 
subsequently continue to perform good deeds and avoid sins.  This is so since Allaah has 
commanded His servants to worship Him for the entire duration of their lives. 
 

ÚÉ) u‹ ø9$# y7u‹ Ï? ù'tƒ 4 ®Lym y7 −/ u‘ ô‰ ç6ôã $#uρ 

which means, And worship your Lord until the certainty (of death) comes to you. [Soorah 
al�Hijr (15):99] 

tβθßϑ Î= ó¡ •Β Ν çFΡ r&uρ� ωÎ) ̈ è∫θèÿsC Ÿωuρ ÏµÏ?$s) è? ̈,ym ©! $# (#θà) ®?$# (#θãΨ tΒ# u tÏ% ©!$# $pκ š‰r' ¯≈ tƒ 

which means, O you who believe!  Have Taqwaa of Allaah as is rightfully due to Him.  

And do not die except in a state of Islaam, with complete submission to Allaah.  [Soorah 
Aali Imraan (3):102] 
 

Once the Muslim has tasted the sweetness of obedience during the month of fasting, it is not proper 
for him to replace it with the bitterness of disobedience.  Additionally, once he has overpowered his 
enemy in the month of fasting, it is not fitting to bring joy to him during Shawwaal and the months 
that follow.  If a Muslim truly wants good for himself, he must not stop performing good deeds with 
the departure of the month of fasting.  Doing so would be like substituting a time that is better for 
that which is lower in rank.  During Ramadaan, as well as at all other times, Allaah is Living and 
does not die.  He sustains and protects all His creation, and does not sleep.  The deeds of the day 
ascend to Him before those of the night, just as the actions of the night ascend before those of the 
day, and He does not wrong anyone in the least.     

  $VϑŠÏà tã #·$ ô_r& çµ÷Ρ à$ ©!  ÏΒ ÅV ÷σ ãƒuρ $yγø� Ïè≈ ŸÒãƒ ZπuΖ |¡ ym à7 s? βÎ) uρ 

which means, And if there is any good done, He doubles it and grants a great reward from 

Himself.  [Soorah an�Nisaa’ (4):40] 
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Lesson 2:  Fasting is a secret between the servant and his Lord, and no one else is truly aware of its 
reality except Allaah.  This is the reason behind the authentic Hadeeth where Allaah says 
 

 YXIr` YqFsFt pqO]    DEKi FVFz{RF�KLF� �[i DEM�Y�K� FVIaM\i` ��Y� RF|[iRK}ITKL YfI~FGYr OuFvFwFxyi` [EYr �Y�I�KL DEFTRFGK�F� DEFJFaI|Fb D�FhF� DEFr`FfFbF� �[�I�KL IX[T 
 
which means, “Every action of the son of Aadam is rewarded with ten similar to it except for fasting.  
Verily, it is for me and I shall reward it since he leaves his desires, food and drink for Me.” 
 
That is so since it is possible for the servant to hide from people behind closed doors whilst eating and 
drinking, and then come out to them while claiming to be fasting, and no one would know that 
except for Allaah, the Most Blessed and Exalted.  However, his sense of Allaah being ever aware and 
watchful prevents him from doing that, and this is a truly commendable quality in an individual.  
The key lesson here is to bear in mind that the One whom the human fears when he falls short in his 
fasting is the very same One whom he should fear when he falls short in his Salaah, Zakaah, Hajj, or 
any other deed which Allaah has obligated.  In other words, the One who made fasting obligatory is 
the One who obligated the Salaah, which is the greatest pillar of Islaam after the testimony that none 
has the right to be worshipped except Allaah and that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allaah.  He 
obligated Salaah upon His Prophet on the night during which he was taken up through the heavens, 
and this is due to the tremendous rank and nature of the Salaah, since it serves as the continuous 
connection between the servant and his Lord.  Hence, if the Muslim considers his shortcoming in 
fasting to be something dreadful, then he must realize that falling short in his Salaah is even more 
severe.  This is one of the most significant and crucial lessons which the Muslim gleans from the 
month of fasting. 
 
Lesson 3:  One of the things which brings delight and happiness to the good�natured souls is 
finding the Masaajid brimming with worshippers in the month of Ramadaan.  However, 
maintaining and continuing that at other times would bring even further elation.  As such, there is a 
most timely lesson for the Muslim to draw after having witnessed the Masaajid filled during those 
days.  He should firmly resolve to be one of those who make that spectacular state something lasting.  
This would make him one of the seven whom Allaah will shade on the day when there will be no 
shade except His.  For indeed, as is established in the authentic narrations from the Prophet (�), one 
of them is the man whose heart is attached to the Masaajid. 
 
Lesson 4:  The obligation of fasting from food, drink, and all else that nullifies the fast falls during 
the month of Ramadaan.  However, fasting from the unlawful is required throughout one’s entire 
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life.  During Ramadaan, the Muslim must fast from the permissible and the prohibited, but he must 
fast from the prohibited things for his whole life.  Hence, the days of refraining from things both 
permissible and prohibited have passed, while refraining from the prohibited remains continuous.  
In the linguistic sense, fasting (sawm) means refraining (imsaak) from something, but in the legal 
sense (Sharee’ah) its meaning is refraining from eating, drinking, and anything else that nullifies the 
fast for the duration of time between dawn and sunset.  The meaning in the Sharee’ah is only a 
portion of the linguistic meaning.  Therefore, in the linguistic sense, it denotes the meaning in the 
Sharee’ah, but it also includes a wider meaning, part of which is restraint from all that is prohibited.  
Thus, restraining the eye, tongue, ear, hand, leg, and private parts from prohibited deeds is fasting in 
the linguistic sense. 
 
Allaah has granted favour to His servants by giving them these indispensable blessings.  However, in 
addition to granting them these blessings, He has ordered that they be used in ways which please 
Him and He has forbidden using them in ways that anger Him.  One of the best ways of being 
grateful to Allaah for these blessings is for the Muslim to employ them as he has been commanded 
while refraining from using them to disobey the One who granted him those faculties, as well as 
every other blessing he has, whether apparent or not. 
 
Hence, it is lawful to use the eye for looking at what Allaah has permitted, and it is unlawful to use it 
for looking at the prohibited.  Fasting of this nature, where the eye refrains from the prohibited, is 
applicable at all times. 
 
In a similar manner, it is lawful to use the ear for listening to what is permissible for it, and it is 
unlawful for a person to use it for listening to the impermissible.  Fasting of this nature, where the 
ear refrains from the impermissible, is applicable at all times. 
 
It is lawful to use the tongue in speaking good, and it is unlawful to use it in speaking evil.  Fasting of 
this nature, where the tongue refrains from evil speech, is applicable at all times. 
 
It is lawful to use the hand for engaging in what Allaah has permitted, and it is unlawful to use it in 
dealing with anything prohibited.  Fasting of this nature, where the hand refrains from the 
prohibited, is applicable at all times. 
 
It is lawful to use the leg for walking toward every good, and it is unlawful to use it for walking 
toward the prohibited.  Fasting of this nature, where the leg refrains from the prohibited, is 
applicable at all times. 
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It is lawful to use the private parts for engaging in the permissible, and it is unlawful to use them for 
anything prohibited.  Fasting of this nature, where the private parts refrain from the prohibited, is 
applicable at all times. 
 
One who shows gratitude for these blessings, using them as Allaah has commanded, has been 
promised a bountiful reward by Allaah.  In contrast to this is the one who neglects these blessings 
and gives little regard to their proper usage.  He unleashes them to commit deeds which anger 
Allaah and are pleasing to the shaytaan, who is the enemy of Allaah and His sincere servants.  Allaah 
has threatened such a person with punishment and warned him that these very limbs will be 
questioned about him on the Day of Judgment, and he will be questioned about them. 
 

Zωθä↔ ó¡ tΒ çµ÷Ψ tã tβ% x. y7 Í× ¯≈ s9'ρé& ‘≅ ä. yŠ# xσà� ø9$# uρ u3 |Ç t7ø9 $#uρ yì ôϑ ¡¡9 $# ̈βÎ) 4 íΟ ù= Ïæ ÏµÎ/ y7 s9 }§ øŠ s9 $tΒ ß# ø)s? Ÿωuρ    

which means, And do not follow that which you have no knowledge about.  Verily!  The 
hearing, the sight, and the heart – about all of them you shall be questioned.  [Soorah al�Israa 
(17):36]    

tβθç6Å¡ õ3tƒ (#θçΡ% x. $yϑÎ/ Νßγè= ã_ö‘ r& ß‰ pκô¶s? uρ  öΝÍκ‰É‰ ÷ƒr& !$uΖ ßϑ kÏ= s3 è? uρ    

which means, And their hands will speak to Us, and their legs will bear witness to what they 
used to earn.  [Soorah Yaa Seen (36):65]     

 uöΝßγãèôϑ y™ öΝ Íκ öD n= tã y‰ Íκ y− $yδρâ!% ỳ  $tΒ # sŒ Î) # ¨Lym  ∩⊇∪ tβθãã y—θãƒ ôΜßγsù Í‘$̈Ζ9$# ’n< Î) «! $# â !#y‰ ôã r& ç3 |³ ósãƒ tΠ öθtƒuρ  
  ( $oΨ ø‹ n= tã öΝ ›?‰Îγx© zΝÏ9 öΝÏδ ÏŠθè= ß∨ Ï9 (#θä9$s% uρ  ∩⊄⊃∪ tβθè= yϑ ÷ètƒ (#θçΡ% x. $yϑ Î/ Νèδ ßŠθè= ã_uρ öΝ èδ ã$≈ |Áö/ r &uρ  

 tβθãèy_ö$ è? Ïµø‹ s9 Î) uρ ;ο §$ tΒ tΑ̈ρr& öΝ ä3s) n= s{ uθèδ uρ & ó x« ̈≅ ä. t,sÜΡ r& ü“ Ï%©!$# ª! $# $uΖ s) sÜΡr& (#þθä9$s%     
which means, And (remember) the Day on which the enemies of Allaah will be gathered to 

the Fire, so they will be collected there.  Till, when they reach it, their hearing, their 

sight, and their skins will testify against them as to what they used to do.  And they will 

say to their skins, “Why do you testify against us?”  They will say, “Allaah has caused us to 

speak, as He causes all things to speak, and He created you the first time, and to Him you 

shall return.”  [Soorah Fussilat (41):19�21] 
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Furthermore, the Prophet (�) commanded Mu’aath ibn Jabal (�) to guard his tongue.  In turn, 
Mu’aath inquired, “O Prophet of Allaah!  Shall we be taken to account for the words we utter?”  
The Prophet (�) replied 
 

  F¡IdK�[¢KP    RF� F¡�TOL    O�RFGDT   yqFgF�F�O¢�£ �K�Ft YURMvi` �[� F¤RMvi`  INY|[gaD�D� ��Y� IN[gYf[¥RFvFT �K�Ft K_RK¦ I�KL INY|[dFv§wyiKL Dh[̈RF\F� 
 
which means, “May your mother be bereaved of you, O Mu’aath!  Will the people be thrown into 
the fire upon their faces – or he said their noses – except due to the harvest of their tongues?”  
Collected by at�Tirmithee. 
 
He (�) also said 
 

 DEKi IXFsIªKL [EIZK�I�YU FXIZFr RFTF� [EIZFZIxKi FXIZFr RFT �[i IXFsISF� IXFT KuMvF�yi`  
 
which means, “Anyone who guarantees for me (the chastity of) what is between his jawbones and his 
two legs, then I guarantee Jannah for him.”  Collected by al�Bukhaaree in his Saheeh from the 
Hadeeth of Sahl ibn Sa’d (�).   At�Tirmithee also collected it from the Hadeeth of Aboo Hurayrah 
(�) and declared it hasan with its wording as follows 
 

  MfFb DE��i` D«RK¦F� IXFT   [EIZFZIxKi FXIZFr RFT   MfFbF�  FXIZFr RFT  [EIZK�I�YU   KuMvF�yi` KqF¥Fz 

 
which means, “Whoever Allaah protects from the evil of what lies between his own two jawbones 
and the evil of what lies between his own two legs, he would enter Jannah.” 
 

In addition, he (�) said 
 

 D� KQRK] IXFT¬` YVIaFZyi`F� [E��iRYr DX[TII�KL `®fIZF¥ yqŌ FZy�K� Yf[¥ I°DsI\FZ[i 
 
which means, “Whoever believes in Allaah and the last day should speak good or else remain quiet.”  
Collected by al�Bukhaaree and Muslim from the Hadeeth of Aboo Hurayrah (�).  They also 
collected from the marfoo Hadeeth of Aboo Moosaa (�) 
 

  DN[�IwDsyi`[«[hF�F� [EY�RFw[i IX[T KQaDs[�IwDsyi` FN[�Fe IXFT 
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which means, “The Muslim is the one from whose tongue and hand the Muslims are safe.” 
 
He (�) said 
 

D�[�y�Dsyi` Yr [uFTRFZ[̄ yi` FVIaF� �[Jy±F� IXFT �[dMTOL IX[TK²F\³� F�V̂RFZ[W  �[Jy±F�F� ³�RK]F́ F�F�`KµFg K_RFT KqK]KLF� `KµFg F¶KµK¦F� `KµFg FNFdFb IhK¦  F¡K�FeF�
�K·IGDZK� `KµFg F̧ FfFªF� `KµFg FVFz   [E[JRFvFwF� IX[T `KµFgF� [E[JRFvFwF� IX[T `KµFg  [EIZK�Ft RFT F�[Sȳ F� yQKL KqIHK¦ DEDJRFvFwF� I°FZYvK� yQY�K�  IX[T Kµ[¥OL

[EIZK�Ft I°F�YfO·K� INDgRF�RK·F¥ YURMvi` �[� F¹YfO� MNOP  
 
which means, “The bankrupt individual of my Ummah is he who will come on the Day of 
Judgement with Salaah, Siyaam, and Zakaah.  However, he would come while having cursed a 
certain person, slandered another, unlawfully consumed the wealth of another, shed the blood of 
another, and beat yet another.  Thus, each of those people shall be given from his good deeds.  If 
his deeds are exhausted before his account is settled, then the sins of those people will be cast upon 
him and he will then be thrown into the Hellfire.”  Collected by Muslim. 
 
He (�) said 

 [º`FaF|M~iRYr DURMvi` I°��D�F� [«YURK¢FsyiRYr OuMvF�yi` I°��D� 
 
which means, “Jannah is surrounded by hardships, while the Hellfire is surrounded by temptations.”  
Collected by al�Bukhaaree and Muslim from the Hadeeth of of Aboo Hurayrah (�). 
 
In summary, what preceded indicates that Allaah has ordered the servant to guard his tongue, private 
parts, hearing, sight, hand, and leg from the prohibited deeds.  That, in and of itself, is fasting in the 
linguistic sense.  This type of fasting does not have a specific time; rather, it is an act of obedience to 
Allaah, the Exalted, which must be constantly observed until death in order to earn His pleasure and 
be saved from His wrath and punishment.  During the month of fasting, the Muslim refrains from 
things that Allaah has otherwise permitted, since He forbade engaging in them during the days of 
Ramadaan.  The lesson obtained from this fact is realizing that Allaah has forbidden the prohibited 
things for the entire duration of one’s life and a person must refrain from them at all times.  This is to 
be done fearing the punishment of Allaah which He has prepared for those who oppose His 
command and engage in what He has forbidden. 
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The Messenger of Allaah (�) informed us in a Qudsee Hadeeth narrated from his Lord that the 
fasting person has two times of joy.  One of them is when he breaks his fast while other is when he 
meets his Lord.  The fasting person rejoices when breaking his fast since the body partakes in 
beloved things it had been prevented from.  He rejoices after having been granted the success of 
completing the fast for which there is a tremendous reward with Allaah.  Additionally, he shall 
rejoice utmost at the time when he meets his Lord and is graciously rewarded for his fasting. 
 
Whoever preserves his tongue from foul speech and false testimony; his private parts from what 
Allaah forbade; his hand from what is not permissible to partake in; his hearing from listening to the 
unlawful; his sight from all that Allaah has prohibited looking at; and has used these limbs and 
faculties in permissible ways, protecting and controlling them until Allaah takes his life, then he shall 
break this fasting of his with the delight which Allaah has prepared for those who obey Him. 
 
The Messenger of Allaah (�) explained the first delight the believer shall encounter at the time of 
departing from this world to the abode of the hereafter.  During his final moments in this world, 
angels will approach him looking as though the sun is shining upon their faces.  They will have a 
shroud from Jannah along with perfume for embalming from Jannah as well.  The Angel of Death 
will lead them and he will say, “O good�natured soul!  Come out to forgiveness from Allaah, and 
His being pleased with you.”  At that, his soul would exit just as a drop flows from the mouth of the 
water skin, and events would transpire afterwards just as the Noble Messenger (�) explained. 
 
These are the bright first signs to be experienced by the person who is keen in seeking out happiness 
for himself and strives to absolve it from anything that would lead to ruin and destruction.  For this 
reason, the man who asked about establishment of the hour was directed by the Doctor of Hearts (�) 
to something even more important than the time of its occurrence.  In particular, he guided him to 
preparing for it by performing good deeds, and replied saying, “And what have you prepared for it?”  
This indicates that throughout one’s worldly existence, he must prepare for his life in the hereafter.  
Allaah, the Most Exalted, has said  

É=≈ t6ø9 F{ $# ’Í< 'ρé' ¯≈ tƒ  Èβθà) ¨? $# uρ 4 3“ uθø) −G9$# ÏŠ# ¨“9$# u3 ö2 yz  χ Î* sù (#ρßŠ ¨ρt“ s? uρ  

which means, And take a provision with you for the journey and, indeed, the best 
provision is Taqwaa. Therefore, have Taqwaa of Me, O men of understanding!  [Soorah 
al�Baqarah (2):197] 
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Every journey undertaken requires a suitable provision, and the provision for the journey towards 
the hereafter comprises Taqwaa of Allaah, acting in obedience to Him, and following the sound 
course which was brought by His esteemed Messenger, may the best Salaah and perfect Salaam be 
sent upon him. 
 
 
A Closing Word 

 
I wish to conclude this lecture with a word that pertains specifically to us who have been blessed by 
Allaah to reside in Taybah at�Taybah, Daar al�Hijrah, and the first capital for the Muslims. 
 
The blessed month of Ramadaan is a month ennobled by Allaah, and given certain distinguishing 
qualities which are found in no other month.  We, along with the entire Muslim Ummah, parted 
with this month some days ago and we hope to have all succeeded during it in pleasing Allaah.  
What I wish to mention here is that this virtuous and sacred time has elapsed and left us, and has 
similarly left all of the Muslims in every place.  However, for us in particular, we reside in a sacred 
place and all praise and favour belong to Allaah.  As such, in the month of Ramadaan, Allaah has 
combined for us a virtuous time along with a virtuous place, and when the former departs the latter 
remains.  Here, right in front of us, is the Masjid of the Prophet (�), and it is a marketplace among 
those of the hereafter.  It is authentically reported from him (�), who does not speak out of his own 
desire, that he said 
 

 K²FW �[� ��  �[hY�IwFT   K²FW [¼yiKL IX[T ½fIZF¥ `KµFgD«`Fa[e RFsZ[� ³� ��Y�   FV`FfFxyi` FhY�IwFsyi` 
 
which means, “A prayer in this Masjid of mine is better than one thousand prayers anywhere else, 
except for al�Masjid al�Haraam.” 
 
It is certainly a tremendous bounty from Allaah that one prayer in this blessed Masjid of the Noble 
Messenger exceeds one thousand prayers in all other Masaajid except al�Masjid al�Haraam.  There 
is no doubt that those who are engrossed with worldly trade seek after the seasons when demand is 
high for goods and business flourishes.  They would endure perilous conditions and cross deserts just 
to move their business from one place to another when they know that the item which costs one 
riyaal can be sold for two.  Similarly, in this virtuous city, a single prayer in the Masjid of the Master 
of the sons of Aadam (�) does not amount to two, three, ten or even one hundred prayers.  Rather, 
it exceeds one thousand prayers in any other place except for al�Masjid al�Haraam.  Subhaanallaah!  
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How incredible is Allaah’s favour, and vast is His kindness and generosity.  To Him belong all praise 
and gratitude for His blessings. 
 
I must not neglect to mention that since Allaah has blessed us immensely to be residents of Taybah 
at�Taybah, we must not forget that the responsibility is proportional to the magnitude of the 
blessing.  Just as performing good deeds in this sanctified place has tremendous reward with Allaah, 
committing sins in it is not like committing sins in other places which do not have a virtuous quality 
associated with them.  This means that someone who disobeys Allaah while being far away from the 
sanctified area (Haram) is not like the one who disobeys Him whilst inside the Haram itself.  In 
other words, someone who performs forbidden acts while he is in the East or the West is not the 
same as one who commits sins inside Makkah al�Mukarramah or al�Madeenah al�Munawwarah.  
The discrepancy between the two is indeed great.  That being said, al�Madeenah al�Munawwarah 
is the most honourable and sanctified spot on the face of the Earth after Makkah al�Mukarramah.  It 
follows Makkah in virtue and is followed by al�Masjid al�Aqsaa.  This venerable city was the 
starting point of the Message, and from it emanated the light that spread to all quarters of the Earth.  
It was the central location and the first capital for the Muslims in the era of the Prophet (�) from the 
time he migrated there, and also during the time of Aboo Bakr, Umar, Uthmaan, and some of the era 
of Alee, may Allaah be pleased with them all.  Located in it are the graves of the Messenger of Allaah 
(�), Aboo Bakr, Umar, Uthmaan, and a great number of companions.  Jibreel (�) descended 
upon this piece of the Earth with the revelation from the heavens to Muhammad (�).  It is the land 
containing the first ever Islaamic University, whose most outstanding graduates were Aboo Bakr 
as�Siddeeq, Umar al�Faarooq, Uthmaan thun�Noorayn, as well as Alee Abul�Hasanayn, who was 
the cousin of the Prophet (�), his son�in�law, and the fourth of the rightly guided caliphs.  May 
Allaah be pleased with them and with all the remaining companions.  This is the land which has 
been tread upon by the feet of the cream of the crop and most elite among mankind after the 
Prophets: the companions of the Messenger of Allaah (�), may Allaah be pleased with all of them.  
Therefore, since Allaah has favoured us to be residing here, it is only right that we seek to obtain 
from it the provision of righteous deeds which will benefit us after death, and that we remain vigilant 
whilst in it, lest we commit anything that would cause the wrath of Allaah, the Most Mighty and 
Majestic. 
 
I ask Allaah, the Most Exalted, to make us all among those whose fasting and standing in prayer were 
accepted by Him, and that He grant us in this fine land a respectable life, sound morals, and a good 
ending.  I hope from Him, may He be Glorified, that He guide the Muslims all over the world to 
return to the Book of their Lord and the Sunnah of His Messenger (�), so that they might succeed by 
attaining happiness in both this world and the hereafter.  Indeed, He is all�Hearing and the One 
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who Answers prayers.  May Allaah bless and send Salaah and Salaam upon His servant, Messenger, 
Khaleel, and chosen one from the creation – Muhammad the son of Abdullaah – and upon his 
family, companions, and all who follow his path and are directed by his guidance until the Last Day. 
 
 


